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SUMMARY

Due to increasing bandwidth capacities, the Internet has become a viable transport medium for a (live) video.
Often, delivery of video streams relies on the client–server paradigm and therefore exhibits limited scalabil-
ity. The Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network model is an attractive and scalable candidate to stream video content to
end users. However, these P2P frameworks typically operate in a network agnostic mode. Introducing net-
work topology information into these P2P frameworks offers opportunities to enhance the performance.
In this paper, we introduce a model to include network information when streaming a (multilayered) video in
P2P frameworks. An important metric for video stream providers is the content quality perceived by end users.
The optimization studied here aims at maximizing the number of users receiving a high quality video.
The paper addresses the optimization problem seen from the stream provider’s viewpoint, having access to
network topology information. An exact optimization approach is presented for benchmarking purposes and
a heuristic approach to cope with realistic network sizes. In addition, we present an approach to decide the
deployment location of peering functionality. The results show that our strategy significantly decreases the
fraction of destinations receiving only the base layer, and by introducing extra peering functionality, net-
work capacities are used more efficiently. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Delivery of live video streams is often realized through client–server systems: servers send video
feeds directly via dedicated networks to end users. Due to growing bandwidth capacities (especially
in the access networks), the Internet gets a more prominent role as being the main medium for
transporting (live) video streams to millions of heterogeneous end-devices. Websites of, for exam-
ple, YouTube and EUROVISION Sports are already exploring the possibilities of broadcasting
popular (live) events all over the world such as World Championships and the Olympic Games.
Additionally, different television broadcasting companies already offer streaming services to watch
(live) television programs via their websites (e.g., British Broadcasting Corporation iPlayer (BBC
Broadcasting House, Portland Place, London, UK), and RTL XL (RTL Group, Luxembourg,
Luxembourg)). However, often, the quality of the stream and the total number of viewers at the
same time are still limited because bandwidth capacities on the broadcasting servers form the main
bottleneck. An interesting network model that offers a scalable mechanism for distributing a (live)
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video is the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay technology. In a P2P network, the peers form a virtual over-
lay network on top of an actual network and all peers act as both supplier and consumers (contrary
to traditional client–server networks). Because peers can supply downloaded data to each other (i.e.,
parts of the video stream), not only a scalable and robust solution is offered but also the server loads
on the original source nodes (i.e., injector node) are reduced.
In order to optimally adapt to typical heterogeneous circumstances (such as various asymmet-

ric link bandwidths, end-devices having different display resolutions, or even stereoscopic
rendering possibilities), next generation P2P video streaming networks use a multilayered
video [1, 2] (e.g., scalable video coding [3]). The video is encoded into multiple layers (i.e., usu-
ally divided into a temporal, spatial or quality resolution, or a combination of the three) and allows
playback of the video when only the base layer is received. Every additional received video layer
increases the user’s experienced viewing quality of the video feed (such as an increased frame rate
or the resolution scaled from e.g., 720 p to 1080 p). Using multilayered video coding, end-devices
can choose to download only the video layers that they are able to output (e.g., based on screen
resolution or stereoscopic rendering abilities). Even when two nodes are choosing to receive a
different video quality, using a multilayer video has the advantage that both nodes have the ability
to exchange video layers. The bandwidth requirements for the node inserting the (live) video
stream into the network can be mitigated significantly, because a single stream (containing each
distinct video layer) might already be sufficient to allow each device to select the right number
of video layers to stream.
In this paper, we study the live video stream distribution problem from a service provider’s per-

spective. The service provider has to optimize the stream delivery, such that the stream quality
received by the end users is optimal. To this end, the service provider installs peering nodes on
well-chosen locations in the network and leases sufficient network capacity to interconnect these
peering nodes. Consequently, the service provider has a good view on the resulting peering node
and network infrastructure and is faced with the problem to properly configure this infrastructure
for a high-quality stream delivery.
The proposed-P2P framework to transport multilayer video, as illustrated in Figure 1, consists of

the following entities:

• Injector node: offers the video stream to the rest of the network, separated into distinct video
layers.

• Tracker node: a (often centralized) bootstrap server, providing all necessary information for
peering nodes to start the download process. When the streaming of a video is started, the
tracker node has a coordinating role.

• Peering node: nodes containing the peering software functionality and (usually) acting as the
entry points for end-devices (i.e., destination nodes) to get the video stream from. In this paper,
we use the term peering node and peer interchangeably.

• Forwarding node: nodes that forward data through the network and are usually located in the
core network (i.e., underlay network topology).

An important aspect when using multilayer video coding in a P2P network is the piece picking
and peer selection mechanism. Current strategies (e.g., Tribler [4]) try to maximize the local peer’s
video (i.e., download) quality in a greedy fashion, without considering other peer’s quality. How-
ever, for a video streaming network to become successful, an important aspect is to optimize the
overall received video quality in the network. When peering nodes would collaborate, the average
delivered video quality can be increased at the expense of reducing the quality of a few peers receiv-
ing the stream at higher than average quality. When these peers decide to give up a bit of their high
video quality (i.e., drop a few of the top video layers), more bandwidth and (possible) lower layer
quality pieces will become available to the rest of the network. Peers streaming at a possibly much
lower video quality benefits from this strategy and are provided a chance to increase their streaming
quality to acceptable levels. The strategy we propose in this paper maximizes the minimum received
video quality at each destination by using topology information of the actual network to orchestrate
peer selection and thereby forming a future proof and robust framework for distributing (live) video
streams over the Internet.
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As a used case, we study the possibility of using a P2P multilayer video framework to transport a
(live) video feed from a video service provider’s (VSP) perspective, which has a precise view on the
underlying network topology. Additionally, we study the situation where VSPs in combination with
Internet service providers are willing to make relatively small hardware investments in order to turn
their networks into a good alternative for distributing (live) video streams (i.e., by upgrading nodes
in their network to exhibit peering application intelligence). Because VSPs should be able to guar-
antee a certain minimum quality level, optimizing this minimum level is of key importance in this
respect.
To optimize the received video quality, we construct an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem

formulation that describes the underlay-overlay-routing problem of the video layers in the network. By
using an exact solver, we are able to study different objective strategies (i.e., the traditional selfish and
our proposed social download strategy) for relatively small network topologies. To study relatively
larger network sizes (or more complex problems), we propose a heuristic strategy to compute both
the underlay and (consequently) overlay routing for a live video stream. Using the results obtained
from the exact solver, we can validate our heuristic method. Additionally, we extend our heuristic
optimization method to calculate ideal positions to place peering node functionality, which allows
VSP/Internet service provider to dimension their network topologies properly.
The proposed methods can be used by an (central) orchestration engine that controls the (overlay)

connections between peers, managing the number of video layers received by a destination in func-
tion to increase the number of video layers for multiple other destinations. Although this orchestrat-
ing unit would seem a single-point-of-failure in the proposed architecture, we assume that this
management unit is realized on top of existing solutions (e.g., [4, 5]) such that default routing would
be enabled in case the orchestration engine would fail. An alternative approach would be to

Figure 1. Next generation Peer-to-Peer (live) video streaming network uses multilayer video coding, which
allows to start watching a video when only the base layer is downloaded. Additional received layers increase
the video quality, and this strategy allows peers to adopt to their output abilities and the network to offer a

higher average (or minimal) received video quality to end users.
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implement the orchestration engine in a distributed fashion, where deployment of different versions
of the same component ensures robustness against failures.
The core network topology used in this paper is illustrated in Figure 2, which is loosely based on

the GÉANT backbone topology (GÉANT, Cambridge, UK) in June 2011 [6]. Although complex
models exist to generate (background) traffic representing different kinds of applications (e.g., gen-
eral P2P software or content distribution networks) [7], we assume that the service provider has
leased network capacities; expressed here as a number of video layers that can be transported on
each link, assuming the same constant bandwidth usage for each video layer. In our used case,
the (live) video stream is inserted from the European Parliament located in Strasbourg, France (ab-
breviated as FR). End users requesting the (live) video feed are modeled by connecting a<peering,
destination>node couple to a country’s forwarding node. To study the effects of asymmetrical
bandwidth capacities, which is one of the currently limiting factors for the overall performance of
P2P networks, the peering node’s uplink (i.e., the link from the peering node to the country’s
forwarding node) is limited to half of the average capacity among all links incident to the corre-
sponding forwarding node. For instance, the uplink of the peering node at Iceland (abbreviated as
IS in Figure 2) has a maximum bandwidth capacity of three video layers. We assume that at most
one<peering, destination>node pair is connected to a country’s forwarding node.
The paper continues in section 2 with an overview of related work. Section 3 provides the generic

problem formulation and validates the model theoretically for a tree-like network topology.
Section 4 solves the problem as explained previously, applying an exact solver. Section 5 provides
and validates our heuristic method for solving the routing of video layers in a network. An exten-
sion of our heuristic optimization strategy is given in section 6 that calculates the locations in the
network to place peering node functionality. Conclusions and future work are presented in
section 7.

Figure 2. Mesh-based core network topology, inspired by the GÉANT backbone topology. We consider the
injector node, inserting the multilayer (live) video feed from the European Parliament to be located in France.
The bandwidth capacities represent the maximum number of video layers the link is allowed to carry, in each
direction separately. We assume that each video layer has the same constant bandwidth cost, and dashed lines

are used to indicate non-intersecting links.
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2. RELATED WORK

A number of commercial platforms exist that offer streaming video using the Internet as a transport
medium (e.g., Octoshape, RawFlow, and RayV). However, often, traditional client–server-based
network models are used to transport the video data (e.g., [8]), resulting in a large server and band-
width costs for broadcasters. On the other hand, several freeware/open-source frameworks employ
P2P techniques to offer (live) video streaming solutions, for example, Alluvium, End System
Multicast, PeerCast, PPTV (formerly known as PPLive), and Tribler [4]. In order to get stable
streams with acceptable quality, large numbers of end users are required who watch the same video
feed. To the best of our knowledge, none of the P2P (multilayer) video streaming networks use to-
pology information to optimize the load in the network.
Another option would be to use Internet Protocol (IP) multicast [9, 10]. However, IP multicast is

not a feasible solution for a scalable video streaming service because of the sparse deployment on
the Internet. Therefore, our solutions focus on advanced P2P techniques, without requiring substan-
tial hardware changes to deploy the designed frameworks.
Inherent to P2P networks are mechanisms that motivate/force peers to share with each other when

downloading such as BITTORRENT’s tit-for-tat mechanism (BitTorrent Inc., San Francisco, CA,
USA) [11] and Tribler’s give-to-get algorithm [12]. An unbalanced data exchange is a problem that
decreases a P2P system’s potential performance in terms of bandwidth utilization [13–16]. Both the
unwillingness to share by users and inferior data exchanges as a result of the distributed algorithms
form a huge challenge when designing a P2P streaming applications. Therefore, incentives mecha-
nisms are necessary to allow successful deployment of robust and a scalable (live) video streaming
framework. Our approach to solve these issues is based on extending tracker node privileges with
an (distributed) orchestrating function, managing all data transfers in the network. The aim of this
engine is to compute an optimal routing strategy for the full network and to provide the highest pos-
sible performance gain.
Studies combining P2P technologies with layered video are performed in References 17–19 and

mainly focus on advanced and selfish buffering strategies by altering the piece picking algorithms
and/or neighbor selection strategies. Our solution complements that work by using topology infor-
mation to manage the video streaming process and by aiming to guarantee a minimum quality level
for all stream consumers.
An advanced caching strategy is proposed by Lin and Lee 20 to effectively utilize video buffer

space brought into the network by proxy servers (forming content distribution networks). Each peer
is streaming the video (via a proxy) and buffers a (limited) set of the video segments. The strategy
involves chaining peers that is streaming the same video blocks thereby allowing the proxy server
to cache other video blocks that cannot be fetched by any of the collaborating peers. Although the
caching scheme of Lin and Lee 20 is not network topology awareness, the strategy encompasses
caching multilayered video to further alleviate (proxy) server requirements and therefore is an inter-
esting extension when calculating ideal positions to place peering node functionality.
In Reference 21, a P2P video-on-demand strategy to optimally (pre) fetch video segments is pre-

sented, integrating localization and congestion-aware peer selection schemes. Simulation results
show that utilizing location information (and preventing congestion) increases the average sup-
ported playback rate of a video. However, in Reference 21, multilayer video coding is not consid-
ered, and peers are classified to a fixed set of domains. Our current work also addresses multilayer
video coding schemes thereby offering a whole range of additional optimization opportunities.
Moreover, in contrast to Fouda et al. 21, we do not restrict a peer to be part of a fixed set of do-
mains, which allows us to calculate the optimal solution.
In References 22–24, mathematical formulations are introduced to model video streaming using

P2P mechanisms. In these studies, only overlay routing is considered, and the authors assume the
upload and download capacities for each peer to be the main bottlenecks. In addition to overlay
routing, our proposed optimization strategy takes the underlay network into account, allowing to
take constraints into account imposed by shared network links in data exchanges. As a conse-
quence, the complexity of the problem significantly increases but yields better solutions in terms
of bandwidth usage and/or video stream quality.
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Capone et al. [25] study underlay and overlay routing optimization in combination with overlay
node positioning to create virtual topologies on Internet-like networks, so-called service overlay
networks (SON). Because the Internet was designed to provide best effort delivery, SON are used
to provide end-to-end quality of service without requiring any modification to the underlying net-
work infrastructure. Compared to Capone et al. 25, our proposed model considers the routing of
multiple video layers to each destination, possibly via distinct overlay routes (including asymmetric
bandwidth properties on the access links). Additionally, we require the video layers to be delivered
in order and originated from the source (i.e., injector) node, resulting in a significant increase in the
complexity to solve our problem.
Rigorously, solving the resulting multilayer video routing problem scales badly with the dimen-

sions of the problem at hand. Therefore, we propose a heuristic approach, allowing to obtain solu-
tions for larger problem instances, at the expense of loss of optimality. In this respect, several
generic heuristic strategies exist that are used to find (almost) optimal solutions for various kinds
of (combinatorial) problems such as ant colony optimization, Tabu search, genetic algorithms,
and simulated annealing (SA). As a common denominator, all previously mentioned techniques
use probabilistic approaches to prevent getting trapped in local optima. The problem we solve in
this paper is in essence similar to the classic and heavily studied vehicle routing problem (VRP),
where SA has proven to be a good candidate to solve computationally more complex versions of
the standard VRP [26, 27]. Therefore, SA forms the basis for our global optimization strategy.
Contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• Providing a mathematical formulation that is capable to model the underlay-overlay-routing
problem of a multilayer video in a P2P network.

• Proposing a piece picking and peer selection strategies for next generation P2P video streaming
networks that maximizes the minimum video quality for each destination, which is accomplished
by orchestrating the download using a tracker node that has a precise view on both the underlay
and overlay network topologies.

• Providing a stochastic heuristic optimization method to calculate the routing of a multilayered
video in a P2P overlay network, taking into account the underlay topology.

• Using our heuristic strategy to find ideal positions to upgrade forwarding nodes to contain peering
application functionality.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given a network topology, existing of one injector and multiple forwarding, destination and peering
nodes, and bandwidth properties of the interconnecting links, our aim is to find the routing solution
of all video layers in the underlay and overlay networks such that the chosen objective strategy is
optimized. In order to find an optimal solution and to present a precise view on the problem, an
ILP (Integer Linear Programming) formulation is given here. First, section 3.1 describes the net-
work model, introducing all parameters and variables. Then, section 3.2 provides the formulation
in terms of the objective function and a set of constraints that specify the relation between the pa-
rameters and the variables. Finally, section 3.3 shows the correctness of our model by comparing
the results of solving our formulation on a basic network structure, with an analytical solution.

3.1. Model description

The problem can be characterized by the network topology, an injector node, forwarding nodes,
peer nodes, destination nodes, and a list of video layers. Table I provides an overview of all symbols
declared in sections 3.1.1.

3.1.1. The network. The underlay network is represented by a directed graph G, characterized by a
set of nodes V of size |V| and a set of directed edges E of size |E|. The graph is presumed to be bi-
directional, but the edge properties can be asymmetric. Each directed edge e from E is characterized
by a constant maximum bandwidth capacity ue≥0. Iv and Ov are the sets of, respectively, ingoing
and outgoing links of a node v. To enforce shortest-path routing, Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to
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compute the k-shortest-paths (measured in network hops) between node x and y. The constant value
k controls the number of allowed paths between node x and y, for transporting video layers. Each
link e is provided with a constant binary parameter me,d that denotes whether or not link e can be
used to transport data to node d using one of the k-shortest-paths. The value me,d is 1 if and only
if link e is on one of the k-shortest-paths to destination node d from a peer or injector node.

3.1.2. Forwarding and peer nodes. All network nodes that contain no application intelligence act
as forwarding nodes. F is the set of all forwarding nodes, F⊂V and has size |F|.
Peer nodes are the nodes running the P2P streaming application (i.e., an incoming stream can be

sent to multiple destination peers) and are typically located at a user’s home, connected via an
asymmetric bandwidth connection to the Internet (i.e., rest of the network). P is the set of all peer
nodes, P⊂V, P∩F=∅, and has size |P|.

3.1.3. Injector and destination nodes. The original source of the live video stream is provided by
the injector node z. Destination nodes request the video stream and are usually connected to a peer
node. D is the set of all destination nodes, D⊂V and has a size of |D|.

3.1.4. Video layers. There is an ordered list of video layers L of size |L|, containing each different
video layer sorted by increasing layer rank (i.e., layer l0 is the base layer). Each layer l from L has a
constant bandwidth cost per time unit of cl≥0. Note that receiving a layer li+1 is useless, without
also receiving li, where i≥0. To keep the model simple, we consider only one scalability axis by
representing the scalable video stream as one single (totally) ordered set of elements. However,
the model can be adjusted to relieve this requirement or embed several scalability axes; the objec-
tive function (s) and constraint (14) have to be altered.
In order to prioritize for fairness situations where multiple destinations all receive a layer li over

situations that only a few receive layer l>i and the rest receive l<i, a constant value bi per layer li is
set to express the benefit of receiving the layer. The values bi= |D|

(|L|� i� 1) guarantee the following

principle: bi > D� 1ð Þ�∑ Lj j�1
j¼iþ1bj for 0≤ i< |L|. This means that the benefit contribution bi when a

node receives layer li is greater than combining the benefits bj for every other destination for all
video layers lj, where j> i.

3.1.5. Variables. In this subsection, e is an edge from set E, d and d’ are destination nodes from
set D, and l is a video layer from set L. The binary variable is as follows:

• h e,d,d’,l is 1 iff edge e is used to carry traffic destined for node d, which is (in) directly sent to
node d’ and has layer l (with |E|∙|D|∙|D|∙|L| h variables).

Table I. Symbols that define the problem solved by our optimization strategy

Symbol Description

E Set of all links in the network topology
ue Total bandwidth capacity of link e ∈E
V Set of all nodes in the network topology
Iv All incoming links on node v∈V
Ov All outgoing links from node v ∈V
z The node that inserts the (live) video stream into the network, z ∈V
F Set of forwarding nodes, F ⊂V
P Set of nodes containing peering application intelligence, P ⊂V
D Set of nodes where an end user is connected to, D ⊂V
me,d Binary constant parameter stating whether link e ∈E can be used to transport data to node d ∈D
L Set of distinct video layers
li Video layer li ∈ L
bi Benefit value of receiving layer li
cl Bandwidth cost of transporting layer l
he,d,d’,l Binary variable indicating whether link e is used to carry traffic destined for node d, which is (in)

directly sent to node d’ and has layer l
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Index d represents the destination node of the direct video traffic (i.e., underlay routing), and
node d’ indicates that another node can benefit from this traffic via P2P routing (i.e., indirect or
overlay routing). The h variable is used to ensure flow conservation through the network and, where
d=d’, allows the calculation of the bandwidth carried by the edges.
To illustrate the behavior of variable h, Figure 3 shows a scenario of a tree network with injector

node z at its root. The video stream in this example consists of one layer and is transported over
links that all have a bandwidth capacity of one layer. The matrices next to each edge store are
the corresponding values for d and d’ for the video layer. Two destination nodes (i.e., D0 and
D1) receive the video layer and in between there are three peer nodes (i.e., Pz, PD0, and PD1) con-
nected by a forwarding node (i.e., F). To ensure a correct solution, the injector node z sends the
layer directly to node D0 and indirectly to node D1 over link a (i.e., another correct solution is send-
ing the stream directly to node D1 and indirectly to node D0). Node Pz and F forward this traffic
over, respectively, link c and e. Peer node PD0 duplicates the video layer and sends this traffic to
destination node D0 and D1 via, respectively, links g and f. Forwarding node F and peer node
PD1 forwards the direct traffic to D1 via links, respectively, links i and k.
This approach allows to perform both underlay and overlay routing through the network and to

guarantee that the injector node z is the origin of every video layer that a destination node receives.
However, the downside of this strategy is the increased complexity of solving the underlay-overlay-
routing problem of the video layers and as a consequence limits the size of our network topologies.

3.2. Formulation

Now, that all symbols and variables are presented, the objective function to optimize can be formu-
lated as follows:

Q ¼ maximum
X
li∈L

X
d∈D

X
e∈Id

bi�he;d;d;li

 !
(1)

Figure 3. Usage scenario of the he,d,d’,l variables in the ILP formulation. Node z inserts a video consisting of
one quality layer into the network. Because all the network links have a capacity to transport one layer, the
direct traffic is sent from the injector node z to destination node D0. The peering node directly connected to

D0 duplicates the video stream and also sends it to destination D1.
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By optimizing objective function Q, each node receives a maximum video quality, without re-
quiring any other node in the network to lower its receiving quality. Hereby, the minimum quality
that is received by each node is maximized. In order to solve the problem, a set of constraints has to
be considered to make sure the relation between all parameters and variables comply with the gen-
eral network model.

3.2.1. Capacity and routing constraints.X
l∈L

X
d∈D

he;d;d;l�cl ≤ ue ∀e ∈ E; (2)

he;d; d′; l ≤ he;d;d;l ∀e ∈ E; ∀d; ∀d′∈ D; ∀l ∈ L; (3)

he;d;d;l ≤ me;d ∀e ∈ E; ∀d ∈ D; ∀l ∈ L; (4)

Constraint (2) restricts the total flow through the edges. This flow may not exceed the capacity of
the edge. Constraint (3) imposes that link e can only be used in a virtual path to destination d’ for
video layer l when e is directly transporting l to a destination node d. Constraint (4) ensures that
edge e can only be used to transport (any) layer l directly to destination node d when e is on one
of the shortest paths to node d.

3.2.2. Ingoing and outgoing constraints.X
e∈Iv

he;d;d;l ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V ; ∀d ∈ D;∀l ∈ L; (5)

X
e∈Ov

he;d;d;l ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V ; ∀d ∈ D; ∀l ∈ L; (6)

X
e∈Ip

X
d∈D

he;d;d;l ≤ 1 ∀p ∈ P; ∀l ∈ L; (7)

Constraint (5) guarantees that for every node in the network, there is maximum one incoming
edge transporting a specific video layer to a specific destination node. This constraint is necessary
to make sure each destination node receives a video layer only once. Constraint (6) imposes that for
every node in the network, there is maximum one outgoing edge containing traffic for a specific
video layer to a specific destination. Constraint (7) prevents that multiple streams of the same video
layer l are incoming on a peer node p. These constraints reduce the solution space of the ILP
formulation.

3.2.3. Flow conservation and peer node constraints.X
e∈If

he;d;d′;l ¼
X
e∈Of

he;d;d′;l ∀f ∈ F;∀d; ∀d′ ∈ D;∀l ∈ L; (8)

X
e∈Ip

X
d∈D

he;d;d′;l ¼
X
e∈Op

X
d∈D

he;d;d′;l ∀p ∈ P; ∀d′ ∈ D; ∀l ∈ L; (9)

Constraint (8) guarantees that (direct and indirect) traffic flows through the forwarding nodes in
the network (i.e., all nodes except for injector, destination, and peer nodes). Constraint (9) ensures
that all incoming direct and indirect flows leave the peer node, where indirect flows can be con-
verted into direct traffic by the peer node.
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3.2.4. Injector and destination node constraints.

he;d;d′;l ¼ 0 ∀e ∈ Iz;∀d; ∀d′ ∈ D; ∀l ∈ L; (10)

he;d;d′;l ¼ 0 ∀e ∈ Ox; ∀x; ∀d; ∀d′ ∈ D; ∀l ∈ L; (11)

he;d;d′;l ¼ 0 e ∈ Ix; ∀x; d′ ∈ D; ∀d ∈ D = x; ∀l ∈ L; (12)

he;d;d′;l ¼ 0 e ∈ Id; ∀d ∈ D; ∀d′ ∈ D = d; ∀l ∈ L; (13)

iþ 1ð Þ�he;d;d;li ≤
X
g∈Id

X
k∈L

hg;d;d;k ∀d ∈ D; ∀e ∈ Id; ∀li ∈ L; (14)

X
e∈Id

he;d;d;l ¼
X
e∈Oz

X
x∈D

he;x;d;l ∀d ∈ D; ∀l ∈ L; (15)

Constraint (10) ensures that the injector node z only sends data. Because the injector has all layers
available, no other constraints are necessary. Constraints (11), (12), and (13) guarantee that all des-
tination nodes only receive data meant for them and prevent destinations from creating data. Con-
straint (14) ensures that when a destination node d receives video layer li+1, also, video layer li is
received on one of d’s direct incoming links. Constraint (15) imposes that when a destination node
d receives layer l, there must be (at least) a virtual path starting from the injector node z.

3.3. Solving our problem on a tree-video distribution network

To find the optimal solution, the formulation described previously was implemented in the IBM ILOG

CPLEX solver (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) [28]. To validate our approach, we start with
an artificial but analytically tractable sample used case: a video distribution tree. Figure 4 illustrates
the tree network topology with the injector node at the root, which inserts the video stream
consisting of four video layers into the network. We assume that all video layers have the same con-
stant transport (i.e., bandwidth) cost cl=1. The injector node is directly connected to a peer node,
which on its turn is connected to a level 2 forwarding node. For validation purposes, the bandwidth
on this level 2 link is limited and relative to a control parameter α:α×4×N, with N as the number of
destination nodes. The level 2 forwarding node is connected to two level 1 forwarding nodes, with
each connection having a bandwidth relative to a control parameter β:β×2×N. In the scenario that
both α and β are set to 1, each destination is able to stream the video at full quality directly from the
injector’s peer node.
The destination nodes (N=10) are directly connected to a peer node (e.g., a residential gateway),

which in turn is connected via an access forwarding node to one of the level 1 forwarding nodes.
Each level 1 forwarding node is connected to five access forwarding nodes. The downstream
bandwidth on these connections is enough to transport all video layers to each of the destinations.
Because the destination’s peer node is able to (re) distribute (a part of the) received video layers and
is typically located in the access network, the upload bandwidth of these peers is limited (i.e., asym-
metrical connection).
The basic network structure of Figure 4 allows us to form an analytical formulation and to calcu-

late the average received video layers on a destination node E:

A ¼ α� Lj j�N (16)

B ¼ β� Lj j�N

f o 2
(17)
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C ¼ f o 2� peer l1
f o 2

(18)

C′ ¼ peer l1
f o 2

(19)

H ¼ min
Aþ f o 1�peer l1� B� min Lj j;Að Þð Þ

N � f o 1�peer l1
;

B

f o 1

� �
(20)

I ¼ min Lj j; A; B;C� H þ up�peerað Þ þ C′�min Lj j;Bð Þ� �
(21)

In (16–21 N is the number of destination nodes in the tree network (i.e., fo_1× fo_2), fo_1 and
fo_2 are, respectively, the fan-out on level 1 (i.e., 5) and level 2 (i.e., 2), up is the upload bandwidth,
peer_a is the fraction of peer nodes at the destination that are able to distribute received video layers
and peer_l1 is the number of level 1 nodes with peer functionality. The average number of received
video layers I (equation (21)) is the minimum over four arguments. The first argument of equation
(21) states that the average received number of layers is never larger than the number of distinct
video layers. The second and third elements (i.e., A defined by equation (16) and B defined by equa-
tion (17)) state that the average received number of layers is less than the amount of traffic that the
link from the injector’s peer to the level 2 node or the link from the level 2 to the level 1 node is able
to transport. The fourth argument in equation (21) describes that the highest average quality that can
be received is the weighted sum between the part of the tree that has no level 1 peer functionality

Figure 4. A tree network with the injector node at the root providing a video stream consisting of four quality
layers. The injector node is directly connected to a peer node, which on its turn is connected to a level 2
forwarding node. The level 2 forwarding node is connected to two level 1 forwarding nodes. Each level
1 forwarding node is connected to five forwarding nodes that each provides access to one destination’s

peer node.
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(i.e., denoted by expression C of equation (18)) and the fraction that has level 1 peer functionality
(i.e., defined by expression C’ of equation (19)). When the level 1 peer exhibits no peer function-
ality, the average received quality for that sub-tree is not larger than dividing the bandwidth con-
tributed by the injector peer and the level 1 peer, over all destinations that are part of the sub-tree
as expressed by equation (20). Because the destination’s peer node can contribute to this sub-tree,
the fraction of peer nodes times the uplink has to be added. For the destinations that are located
under the level 1 nodes having peer functionality, the weighted result is simply limited by the
available bandwidth it receives according to expression B (and no more than the number of video
layers). Note that in the case that peer_l1 = fo_2 (i.e., this generates division by zero), we simply
neglect that part because the value of C is 0.
To show the correctness of our proposed model and to study the effect of parameters α and β, a

parameter sweep is performed by setting α to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 and β to 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6.
The value of peer_a=1.0, peer_l1=0.0, and k=1, because only one shortest-path is possible from a
source to a destination. Figure 5 compares the results (represented as dots) of using our model on
the tree topology with the analytical solution (depicted by solid lines), when the access link band-
widths are symmetrical (i.e., up and download capacity of four video layers) and asymmetrical (i.e.,
upload capacity of one and download capacity of four video layers). When symmetrical (access)
links are used, each destination receives all video layers if α and β are sufficiently high; however,
asymmetrical (access) links require more bandwidth in the core network in order to allow each des-
tination to receive the video in full quality. Note that our ILP solution indeed produces the results
predicted by the analytical approach.
Figure 6 depicts the results of the parameter sweep in the situation where asymmetrical access

links are used when all, six out of ten or no access peer has uploading capabilities of one layer
and none, one, or two out of two level 1 node (s) exhibit peer functionality. Bringing peer function-
ality into the core network increases the average received quality significantly, even when a large
part of the access peer cannot contribute downloaded information to the rest of the network. Again,
Figure 6 shows that both the analytical solution and our model produce the same results.

4. USED CASE: EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT STREAMING

In traditional P2P video distributing networks, selection of nodes to download video chunks from (i.e.,
choking) is performed in a selfish manner. Typically, those nodes are selected that have the highest
bandwidths connections [4, 11, 12]. In order to model this, the ILP formulation is extended with a
constant parameter rx,y that represents the minimum bandwidth on the shortest-path (i.e., k=1)
between nodes x and y (i.e., the link that has the smallest maximum bandwidth ue is used for rx,y).
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Figure 5. Results of using our model on the tree-based topology (represented as dots) compared to the an-
alytical solution (depicted by solid lines), when using symmetrical versus asymmetrical (access) link band-

widths. In case of symmetrical access links, all results coincide for presented situation.
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The objective function to optimize that represents the traditional form of node selection can be
formulated as follows:

R ¼ maximum
X

s∈ z∪Pf g

X
e∈Os

X
d∈D

X
l∈L

he;d;d;l�rs;d

0
@

1
A (22)

By optimizing objective function R, peer nodes have the incentive to transport video layers to
destinations that seem to have the highest bandwidth connection, which, in principle, is exactly
the same as having the destinations selecting (the injector or peer) nodes to download from that
have the highest bandwidth connection. Because the injector peer nodes are encouraged by objec-
tive function R to send as much video layers as possible, it is important to prevent unnecessary
transport of data between nodes, which is taken care of by constraint (equation (7)).
In Figure 7, a ring-of-trees topology is depicted, which is a representative for a core network in

Belgium. The injector node is placed on the main ring and γ is the parameter controlling the avail-
able bandwidth on the main ring links connecting the four other root nodes. The number of video
qualities is (again) set to four layers; the fan-out for the level 2 node is set to 2 and for the level
1 node to 5. The peers on the access level are assumed to be asymmetrical with a download capacity
of four layers and an upload capacity of one layer. Because two shortest-paths are possible between
a source and a destination, k is set to 2. Parameters α and β are both set to 0.6 (to ensure effects are
visible when changing parameter γ), and γ is varied between 0.1 and 1.0.
Figure 8 shows the results of using our strategy, which purpose is to deliver each destination a

maximum minimal quality and the traditional solution, where each destination maximizes its

Figure 6. Results of our model compared to the analytical solution, when peer functionality is brought into
the core network, when all, 60% or no access peer has uploading capabilities. None, one, or two of the level

1 nodes exhibit peer functionality, and asymmetrical bandwidths are used in the access network.
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Figure 7. A ring network connecting R forwarding nodes. Each ring node acts as a root for a tree topology,
build up in the same way as in Figure 4.
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Figure 8. Comparing our strategy with the traditional method on the ring-of-trees network topology. Because
both methods produce similar results in terms of average received quality, this figure shows the minimum and

maximum number of received video layers (averaged over ten independent simulation runs).
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received quality. In order to obtain results from the ILP solver [28] within reasonable times (i.e.,
24 h), we select ten random destination nodes that are allowed to receive the video and the results
show the average over ten independent simulation runs. Because of the symmetrical nature of the
topology, both methods produce similar results in terms of average received quality by the destina-
tions. However, as Figure 8 illustrates, the gap between the minimum and maximum received qual-
ity for our strategy is smaller, indicating that our strategy indeed maximizes the minimum quality
that is received by all nodes.
A second study is distributing a live video from the European Parliament. Figure 2 illustrates the

topology that we use in our experiments, where the network link bandwidths are expressed in the
maximum number of transportable video layers. The (live) video consists of four layers and the in-
jector peer is located in France. We set k=1 for the traditional strategy and for our optimal method
k∈ {1, 2, 3} shortest-paths. Again, in order to obtain results from the ILP solver [28], ten random
destination nodes are selected and connected to one of the country’s forwarding nodes. All peer
nodes that are connected to a destination node have an uplink capacity of one video layer and a
download bandwidth of four layers in the case of homogeneous end-devices. To model heteroge-
neous end-devices, we cap the download capacity of 60% of the peer nodes to one layer, 30%
are able to receive two video layers, and 10% are allowed to get the video in its highest quality
(i.e., four layers). The results are based on ten independent simulation runs.
Figure 9a illustrates the fraction of the destination nodes receiving a specific number of video

layers, when using homogeneous end-devices. When applying the traditional (selfish) method for
neighbor/piece selection, most destinations watch the video in its base video layer. Only a few des-
tinations are able to receive the video in two or four video layers. When our optimization strategy is
used, compared to the traditional method, a smaller fraction of the destinations acquires the video
stream consisting of only one video layer and a much larger part of the destination nodes obtains
the video in two video layers. Although no destination node is able to watch the video at full quality
using our strategy (i.e., receiving all four video layers), Figure 9a shows that our method offers a
more robust solution because a larger fraction of nodes receives layer l1. In the situation that hetero-
geneous end-devices are modeled, Figure 9b depicts that fewer nodes are receiving two video layers
than in the homogeneous case. However, because a quality cap is enforced into the network, freed
bandwidth becomes available and allows our strategy to enforce some nodes to receive three video
layers.

5. HEURISTIC METHOD FOR ROUTING OF MULTILAYER VIDEO IN A P2P NETWORK

Because exactly solving the previously described mathematical formulation is only feasible for rel-
atively small network topologies, we propose in this section a heuristic optimization strategy. Our
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Figure 9. Comparing our optimization strategy with a typical traditional (i.e. k= 1) Peer-to-Peer video
streaming methodology on mesh network topology (i.e. k ∈ {1, 2, 3}); (a) homogeneous end-devices (i.e.
each destination is allowed to receive the video feed at its highest quality) and (b) heterogeneous end-
devices: 60% of the users are able to stream at maximum one layer, 30% at maximum two layers, and

10% at four video layers.
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heuristic method is based on SA, a stochastic optimization strategy used to find an (close to) optimal
solution for a problem. The solution space is randomly sampled and occasionally inferior solution
states are accepted in order to jump out of local minima. Before we provide our proposed algorithm
based on SA, we explain in section 5.1 the alteration of the h variable used to model the underlay-
overlay-routing problem for our heuristic method of multilayer video streaming in a P2P network.
Section 5.2 continues with a detailed description of our heuristic strategy while a validation and
evaluation of the proposed strategy is provided in section 5.3.

5.1. Problem formulation for distributing multilayer video over a P2P network topology

In this section, e is an edge from E, x a node from set {P∪D}, and l is a video layer from list L. The
binary variable is altered to:

• he,x,l is 1 iff link e is used to transport layer l to node x (i.e., a peering or destination node).

The h variables in combination with cl allow the calculation of the bandwidth carried by the links
and will be used to ensure flow conservation through the network. Figure 10 illustrates an example
of transporting layer l to destination node d. The injector node z sends the stream over link e1 to
peering node p. Peer p sends the video layer via link e3 to forwarding node f, which on its turn for-
wards l to destination d using link e5. All other h variables (not depicted in Figure 10) are set to 0.
The combination of the fixed parameters and variables h allows us to describe an underlay-overlay-

routing model and is solved using our stochastic heuristic strategy. Compared with the mathematical
model, variable h can be simplified because our cleanup process (refer to section 5.2.4) guarantees only
feasible routing solutions are considered.

5.2. Stochastic heuristic optimization strategy

Our optimization strategy is inspired by the generic optimization strategy SA, where random states
are generated and accepted based on the quality of a new state compared with the current solution
state. In order to compare two generated states, equation (23) depicts the sum that expresses a so-
lution into a numeric value, which adheres to our proposed objective strategy; the numeric value
of the solution state is the sum of the benefit values bi according to the received video layers li over
all destination nodes d in the network topology. When the solution state value is optimized, the min-
imum received number of video layers at each destination node is maximized.

solution value ¼
X
li∈L

X
d∈D

X
e∈Id

bi�he;d;li (23)

In order to jump out of local minima (or maxima), SA uses the Metropolis criterion [29] to cal-
culate the probability of temporarily accepting an inferior proposal.

M delta; avg delta; Tð Þ ¼ e
�delta

�avg delta
ln βð Þ �T (24)

Parameter delta is the numeric difference between two proposals, for example, calculated by the
sum in equation (23). New proposals that are slightly worse than the current state have a higher
chance to be temporarily accepted. The generated (pseudo) random numbers are uniformly

Figure 10. Example indicating the usage of variables h, where the injector node z sends a video layer l
destined for node d. The video layer is transported over link e1 to peering node p. Peer p sends the layer over

links e3 and e5 to destination node d.
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distributed between 0 and 1. Because the magnitude of delta is problem dependent, we generalize
the probabilities by using an average value avg_delta and parameter β to control the starting prob-
ability of the average delta value. During the course of the simulation, the chance of accepting a less
attractive proposal decreases according to the so-called cooling schedule. The temperature T of the
cooling schedule starts with a relatively large value, causing the simulation to start with relatively
high chances of accepting a less attractive state (i.e., when T0 = 1, β is the initial probability of
accepting the average inferior proposal). By lowering the temperature, the acceptance probability
of inferior states decreases over time. In this way, the optimization strategy is able to search a large
part of the solution space and finally narrows down to an (almost) optimal solution.
The decision to accept a new proposal (i.e., a newly created route or a solution state) is based on

the Metropolis criterion of equation (24). Table II summarizes all input parameters for the optimi-
zation method, appended with a brief description of the parameters and the standard value used in
our experiments.

5.2.1. Initialization of configuration parameters. The main process of finding the optimal solution
is given by the algorithm in Figure 11. First, all configuration parameters are initialized (A.02):

• Average delta value: when constructing new routes and solution states, computed by generat-
ing N inferior proposals using a dummy local optimization strategy.

• The start value for the temperature parameter T is set (i.e., T0).

5.2.2. Starting the temperature steps and the iteration chain. The optimization strategy then con-
tinues as long as the temperature parameter T is larger than the predetermined stopping temperature

Table II. List of parameters used by our optimization method

Parameter Description Default value

T0 Starting temperature, used to define the acceptance probability for the
Metropolis criterion

1

Tstop Stopping temperature, when the temperature drops below this value, the
optimization process finishes

0.001

α Used by the exponential cooling schedule to define the rate the temperature T
decreases in each temperature update

0.99

β Initial probability of accepting an inferior proposal, where the value of
delta = avg_delta

0.9

N Number of dummy inferior proposals needed to calculate avg_delta 100
ICL1 Iteration chain length: the number of iteration per temperature step 500

Figure 11. Main method highlighting the simulated annealing-inspired optimization approach.
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Tstop. During each temperature step, an iterative chain is executed that results in the generation of a
number of solution states (i.e., ICL1, the iteration chain length) that are accepted (or rejected) based
on the Metropolis criterion. We propose the use of a transaction mechanism for an easy switch back
to the current network state in case of a rejection (A.05).

5.2.3. Link dropping strategy. When the network contains congested links (i.e., links that currently
require more bandwidth than they have available according to ue), a random network link e is se-
lected from the set of congested links and a random layer l is dropped, transported to a random node
x (i.e., by setting parameter he,x,l=0 and x is a peering or destination node) (A.07). After dropping a
layer from a link, a cleanup process is necessary to guarantee that all streams flow correctly in the
network.

5.2.4. Cleanup process. A cleanup process is started (A.09) that makes sure that each destination
node d from D receives video layers in order (and removing layers that do not fulfill this property),
and each peering node p from P is only receiving a video layer when it is actually (re) sending it to
another peering or destination node (and vice versa). The cleanup method returns per quality layer a
list of nodes that is able to act as a source to another peering or destination node (i.e., injector com-
bined with multiple peering nodes).

5.2.5. Constructing a new download route. To find an optimal solution, we propose an opportu-
nistic method for creating new routes. Even if a new proposal for transporting a video layer to a
node crosses already occupied links, we still consider these routes temporarily. By accepting solu-
tion states that are infeasible, we allow the optimization strategy to jump out of local minima and to
perform a natural way to select links to drop video layers from. The process of starting a new video
stream download is explained in Figure 12 and starts with selecting a random destination node (i.e.,
a destination node that is not yet receiving all video layers) (B.02). The next video layer that the
destination currently is not receiving is requested from a random node, can_source, that acts as a
candidate source (i.e., injector or one of the peering nodes) (B.03). Next, the shortest-path (mea-
sured in network hops) between the final destination and the candidate source node is constructed
using Dijkstra’s algorithm. When the candidate source is not yet part of the list of available sources
(i.e., the list containing the injector and peering nodes that are already receiving the video layer,
gained by the cleanup method) (B.05), a random node is selected from the list of already active
source nodes (B.06), and the shortest-path between the actual source node and the candidate source
node is prepended to the video stream path (B.07). Next, the decision to accept or reject the pro-
posed path is based on the number of full links it uses, which is provided to the Metropolis criterion
(B.10). When accepting the new route, line B.11 marks the download of the video layer in the net-
work topology (i.e., by setting he,x,l=1 on each link e on the constructed path for the specific video
layer l, where x is the randomly chosen actual or candidate source node or destination node x that is
closest to e).

Figure 12. Process of creating a new route from a source node (i.e. injector or peering node) to a destination.
The Metropolis algorithm is used to decide whether or not to accept the proposal, based on the number of

already occupied links on the shortest-path.
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5.2.6. Accepting or rejecting the new solution state. Figure 13 introduces the process for
accepting or rejecting a new solution state. First, the objective value is calculated on line C.02
by using the algorithm specified in equation (23). When the new solution state produces a better
objective value, the proposed state is accepted instantly and the current objective value is ad-
justed (C.05), else the inferior solution state is accepted according to the Metropolis criterion
of equation (24). Note that we adjust the objective values to a logarithmic scale to handle the
exponential nature of parameter bi.

5.2.7. Finalizing the temperature steps and the iteration chain. Finally, we determine in line A.11
whether to accept or reject the new solution state (i.e., according to the dropped video layers and the
newly created route). In case the proposed state is accepted, the new solution is marked as the best
solution (A.13) when the objective value of the new state is better (i.e., larger) than the objective
value of the best solution found yet, given that the newly proposed solution state has no congested
links (i.e., the proposed solution is practically feasible). When the solution state is rejected, the
transaction mechanism is used to roll back to the situation before the proposal (A.16). After
performing the predetermined number of steps of the iteration chain, the temperature parameter T
is updated for the next iteration process using an exponential cooling schedule (A.19). Logically,
the optimization strategy selects the best found solution as the final result (A.21).

5.3. Evaluation of the heuristic approach for multilayer P2P video streaming

To benchmark the optimization heuristic, we compare the output results with measurements of the
ILP model implemented with IBM ILOG CPLEX solver (IBM Corporation) [28]. Each topology used
in this experiment is the GÉANT network (GÉANT) using the country nodes as forwarding nodes
and adding to ten randomly selected ones a<peering and destination>node pair. We assume that
the video feed exists out of four distinct layers and our proposed objective strategy is used. In total,
we have generated ten network topologies, and Figure 14 compares over all destination nodes, the
minimum, average, and maximum received number of video layers for the ILP solver and our op-
timization strategy. The parameters for our strategy are set according to the values of Table II. The
network topologies are ranked according to the average number of video layers a destination node
receives. Figure 14 validates our heuristic for the proposed topologies by showing identical results
compared with the ILP solver.

6. COMBINING VIDEO LAYER ROUTING AND OPTIMAL PEERING NODE
ALLOCATION

Now that we have a heuristic method that is capable to produce (almost) optimal solutions for small
topologies, we can scale up the network size (i.e., the number of<peering and destination>node
couples in the topology). An interesting question that arises when examining larger network topol-
ogies is where to install peering node functionality. Offering peering application intelligence in the
network introduces extra costs for network providers, therefore, knowing ideal positions to place
the peering nodes can be crucial. To accomplish finding optimal peering node locations,

Figure 13. Accepting a solution state for the P2P underlay-overlay-routing problem of streaming videos is
based on the numeric value of the new state compared with the current solution. When the new proposal is

inferior to the current one, the Metropolis criterion is used in the decision to accept the new state.
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section 6.1 provides the extension of our optimization strategy. An evaluation of our proposed op-
timization method is given in section 6.2.

6.1. Extending the optimization strategy to locate ideal positions to place peering nodes

An extra parameter is added to our model to represent the number of allowed peering nodes,
allowed_peers. The set P now represents forwarding nodes that can be upgraded with peering node
functionality. Therefore, the initialization phase (A.02) randomly selects allowed_peers peering
nodes and marks them as the initial peering nodes (i.e., the remainder of the nodes in P are marked
as a forwarding node). An extra iteration chain level is introduced that starts with invoking a
method that downgrades a random peering node to a forwarding node and upgrades a random node
in P to have peering functionality. The parameter ICL2 = 200 represents the number of times a
downgrade and upgrade swap is performed per temperature step. The original inner iteration chain
stays untouched and delivers the best objective value that can be reached when using the selected
locations for peering nodes. The result of the original iteration chain is then used in the decision
to accept or reject the performed swap, similar to algorithm in Figure 13, using the Metropolis cri-
terion (equation (24)). An extra transaction mechanism layer is required to set back the best solution
in case of a rejection.
Figure 15 illustrates the transition strategy per distinct video layer for swapping a forwarding

node into a peering node (from a to b) and downgrading a peering node into a forwarding node
(from c to d). By gracefully changing the node’s behavior, we are able to keep most of the previ-
ously calculated routes. When a forwarding node is upgraded to exhibit peering functionality, per
video layer, only one incoming stream is kept. The binary variable he,x,l is changed to one for the
particular video layer l and all links e on the path of the incoming stream, where x is the id of
the new peering node. Limiting a peering node to a forwarding node means for each video layer,
replacing variable he,x,l on the path of the incoming stream, where x is changed into an id of one
of the outgoing streams and still satisfying the shortest-path routing principle. All other outgoing
streams are removed and to prevent occurring cycles in a route, the chosen outgoing stream is
not allowed to be on the link connecting to the node of the incoming link.

6.2. Evaluating peering node placement in a P2P video streaming framework

The network topology that we use is depicted in Figure 2, with the injector node located in France.
Each country’s forwarding node connects to a destination node via a peering node. The peering
node’s upload capacity is limited to the average of the maximum incoming bandwidths on the
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received number of video layers, each having a constant bandwidth unit cl= 1.
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country’s forwarding node. In total, the network topology represents 31 countries, which means one
injector, 30 destinations, and at most 31 peering nodes. In order to cancel out noise because of ran-
dom fluctuations, the results presented in this section are average over ten independent simulation
runs. The values for the parameters are chosen as listed in Table II, where ICL2 = 200.
Figure 16 shows the minimum, average, and maximum number of received video layers as a

function of the number of allowed_peers (i.e., the number of peering nodes exhibiting peering ap-
plication functionality). As expected, increasing the number of peering nodes in the network in-
creases the average received number of video layers at a destination. Note that the overall
network minimum number of received layers is limited by the nodes that only have a download
bandwidth of two layers (e.g., Malta: MT). Figure 16 clearly illustrates our proposed strategy: nodes
are only allowed to receive a higher video layer when all other nodes are accommodating the lower
layers (if possible). Because of the combination of a large number of possibilities to place peering
nodes and the relatively small benefit the top layer contributes in the optimization process, fluctu-
ations in the distinct simulation results are observed when the number of allowed peers ranges be-
tween 20 and 25.
The bandwidth usage per link in the network is expressed in Figure 17 by measuring the average

number of video layers transported by a network link. As already suggested by Figure 16, increas-
ing the number of peering nodes results in an increase in the average bandwidth usage per link.
Figure 18 depicts the average number of links transferring a layer divided by the number of desti-
nations receiving the layer. As Figure 18 illustrates, an increase in the number of peering nodes

Figure 15. Transition strategy for upgrading a forwarding node (i.e. a peer previously marked as forwarding
node) to have peering application functionality is shown from a to b. Downgrading a peering node to a
forwarding node is illustrated from c to d. In both situations, the binary variable h has to be altered for

node x on an incoming link to represent the new situation correctly.
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Figure 16. Maximum, average, and minimum number of received video layers as a function of the number
of allowed peering nodes in the network. Intuitively, the result of increasing the number of peering nodes is

a higher average number of video layers per destination node.
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results in more efficient usage of the link bandwidths because the average number of links
transporting a layer gradually decreases. For our proposed network topology, only five peering
nodes are necessary to provide all endpoints the base video layer and 12 peers are required to pro-
vide all destinations layer 1. When 31 peering nodes are available, the average number of links to a
destination decreases with 9% for the base layer and 5% for layer 1, although no extra endpoints are
receiving these video layers. Again, the combination of many options to position the peering nodes
and the relatively small benefit layer 3 provides causes small fluctuations in the distinct simulation
results when the number of allowed peers is between 20 and 25.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Due to increasing bandwidth capacities in the Internet (especially in access networks), next gener-
ation P2P video streaming frameworks using multilayer video coding solution provide a good alter-
native to distribute video feeds. The advantages of using P2P techniques in combination with
multilayered video are the ability to easily adapt to heterogeneous end-devices, providing a cost-
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Figure 17. Average number of video layers transported per link in relation to the number of allowed peering
nodes. Increasing the number of peering nodes means that the average number of received video layers is

increased (refer to Figure 16), causing on average more layers to be transported per link.
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Figure 18. Average number of links transporting a video layer divided by the number of destination nodes
receiving the layer, in relation with the number of allowed peers.
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efficient, robust, and scalable solution that naturally exhibits load balancing and reduces server
load. From a video service provider’s perspective, the objective could be to maximize each destina-
tion’s minimum video quality (expressed in number of received video layers). The challenge is to
optimally use the network infrastructure to transport the video layers to their destinations. To ac-
complish this, we propose to integrate an orchestrating engine (as an extension to currently existing
solutions) that directs the routing process in the overlay network, assuming that this unit has a pre-
cise view on the (physical) underlay topology. To study the advantages that this orchestrating unit
offers, our paper presents an ILP formulation that is capable to model the underlay-overlay-routing
problem of the video layers in the network. By comparing our proposed solution to the strategy ap-
plied in traditional P2P video streaming networks, we have shown that the proposed strategy in-
creases the number of nodes that receive the video consisting of more layers than only the base
layer. In addition, we propose a stochastic heuristic that is used to find an (close to) optimal solution
that can be used by the orchestrating unit, for relatively larger network topologies. We benchmark
the heuristic by comparing the results with the results of the exact solver for our evaluation scenario.
To find the optimal solution, the formulation is implemented in an ILP solver [28]. For validation

purposes, we have investigated a video distribution structure, for which the optimal solution can be
derived analytically. Both the analytical solution and our model produce exactly the same results.
When applying both our and the traditional strategy on a ring-of-trees network topology, we show
that the difference between the minimum and maximum received video layer is smaller for our so-
lution, providing a more robust solution, without reducing the average received quality. A more re-
alistic used case focuses on distributing a live video feed from the France site of the European
Parliament to a selected group of end users (e.g., journalists, translators, …) located in different
countries in Europe, where the network topology is based on the GÉANT research network
(GÉANT) [6]. We model homogeneous end-devices by allowing each destination node to down-
load the video feed in its full quality. Heterogeneous end-devices have a limited video quality that
they can download and we assume that 60% of the end-devices are capable to receive the base layer,
30% can receive two video layers, and only 10% is allowed to get the video in its highest quality.
The results show that our optimal strategy significantly increases the fraction of destinations
downloading more than one video layer, for both the situation of homogenous and heterogeneous
end-devices. However, compared to the traditional method, no destination receives the video in a
maximum quality.
Because small hardware investments, by upgrading nodes with peering functionality, can result

in major increases in the system’s performance (e.g., the number of received layers is increased),
an interesting question that arises is which nodes to upgrade. Therefore, we have extended our pro-
posed heuristic optimization strategy to compute along with the video layer routing the best loca-
tions to place peering application functionality. The simulation results show that increasing the
number of peering nodes in a P2P video streaming network results in an increase in the average re-
ceived number of video layers at a destination. Consequently, the average bandwidth usage per net-
work link increases because of the increase of the average number of layers an endpoint receives.
However, extra peering nodes result in more efficient usage of the network because the average
number of links needed to transfer one layer to one destination decreases gradually. This decrease
continues even when the number of destinations receiving a particular layer stays the same, that is, a
9% and 5% decrease are seen for, respectively, layer 0 and 1 when no extra endpoints are accom-
modating these layers.
Alongside upgrading nodes with peering functionality, we plan to integrate advanced caching

strategies as proposed by Lin and Lee, and Kao and Lee 20, 30 considering popularity characteriza-
tions that are specific to a video [31]. Our techniques can be used to compute the ideal places to
implement these proxy caches and can measure the benefits they offer to VSP. The main focus of
our study is to optimize the efficiency of (link) bandwidth utilization; however, network manage-
ment algorithms [32] can be incorporated into our solution to improve quality of experience param-
eters such as zapping and synchronization time. Security is another important aspect for P2P (live)
video streaming networks; additional research is necessary to ensure that our proposed solution sup-
ports advanced encryption mechanisms (such as [33]). Because our work focuses on steady-state
situations where a video layer is fully obtained from one source peer, the interesting work is to
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expand our model to allow multiple peering nodes to deliver segments of a video layer to a node
and to study the effects of nodes (suddenly) leaving or joining the P2P network. Future work in-
volves studying different mechanisms to (further) increase the number of nodes and destinations
in the network topology. For instance, we can already lower the number of iterative steps and the
stopping temperature to reduce the computation time, however the effects on the solution quality
is not studied yet. Another approach to compute the routing of video layers for more realistic sce-
narios (i.e., larger network topologies) is to use a hybrid solution where our heuristic is used in a
multi-step strategy. End users are divided in groups, and in the first step, the video layer routing
is determined between these groups. In the next step, our solver can again be used to compute
the optimal solution within each (sub) group separately. Of course, solving the video distribution
problem in a multi-step way will yield sub-optimal solutions, and the quality of these solutions will
depend on the topology at hand.
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